A Transverse Pavement Macro-Texture Performance Index for Network-Level Safety Evaluations
Macro-Texture Data Collection

Comparison of Longitudinal Vs. Transverse MPD and RMS

STUDY OVERVIEW

 The amount of available friction and texture depth are primary concerns in evaluating safety

 This pilot study examines the longitudinal and transverse MPD and available fric-

characteristics of pavement surface. Currently, the state of the practice involves collection of

tion data on several LTPP test sections in Texas. While the longitudinal data were

longitudinal macro-texture data using laser-based devices at highway speeds. The Federal

collected in both wheel paths using an FHWA profiler, the transverse data were

Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) program has

collected using range data from 3D pavement images.

started collection of the longitudinal mean profile depth (MPD) and corresponding root mean
squared error (RMS) based on ASTM E1845 since 2013.
 Few highway agencies have adopted the collection of the MPD data across the lane width and

the LTPP program is also moving towards implementation of laser sensors across the full lane
width. This is because the vehicle wander introduces significant variations across the data collection line, which makes the analysis challenging. In addition, the longitudinal MPD does not
capture the variation in macro-texture across the lane width.
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Transversal Macro-Texture Index

 The relative difference of the transverse MPD in the wheel paths to the transverse

MPD in the non-wheel path areas provides valuable information that can be used
as a network-level safety performance measure.
 This preliminary concept needs to be further investigated through a comprehen-

sive study of pavement macro-texture, micro-texture, and friction.
 The developed performance measure can be implemented in network-level moni-

toring operations to determine areas of concern that require further project-level
friction testing.

Macro-Texture Data Source

CONCLUSIONS:
Box plots demonstrating variation of macro-texture in each run



Longitudinal RMS is more robust compared to MPD.



Study of noise, spikes, filters, speed, outliers is needed on the transverse macrotexture data.



Transverse RMS highlights the difference between wheel paths and other surface areas better than ASTM MPD.



Longitudinal texture data cannot capture all of the transverse macro-texture information (insignificant correlation).



Transverse macro-texture index combines MPD and RMS and benchmarks the texture of the wheel paths to the center, indicating traffic abrasion.



Further investigation of relative texture index, friction, and micro-texture on a larger
variety of pavement surfaces is needed.

Repeatability of Longitudinal MPD and RMS
The following shows the run-to-run repeatability of the MPD and RMS data collected by the

Macro-Texture Data Applications

LTPP high speed survey van during 5 runs.
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Direct comparison of the longitudinal versus transverse macro-texture
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